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Goldilocks and the Three Bears
When Little Red's Granny Putt Putt goes sick, the tiny impred scooter races over the river and through the dark woods to bring her a basket of gee-well goodies. But when Little Red crosses paths with Tunk, the biggest, loudest, meanest machine around, that no-good monster truck has plans of his own. Why, Granny, what big wheels you have! Why, Granny, what big headlights you have! Why, Granny, what a big hood you have! From the sparkplugging, creative minds of Peter Stein and Chris Gall comes a full-throttle version of the classic LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD tale that will have everyone revving for more.

The Little Red Riding Hood
Inspire students to develop as writers in the fifth grade classroom with these engaging and creative writing lessons. This classroom-tested resource shows positive results in students' writing and simplifies the planning of writing instruction. It contains detailed information on how to establish and manage daily Writer's Workshop and includes consistent, structured instructions to encourage students to actively participate in the writing process. Specific lessons to help students develop the traits of quality writing are also included.

Red Riding Hood
Humorous tellings in verse of six well-known fairy tales featuring surprise endings in place of the traditional happily-ever-after.

The Frog Prince, Continued
Inspire students to develop as writers in the fifth grade classroom with those engaging and creative writing lessons. This classroom-tested resource shows positive results in students' writing and simplifies the planning of writing instruction. It contains detailed information on how to establish and manage daily Writer's Workshop and includes consistent, structured instructions to encourage students to actively participate in the writing process. Specific lessons to help students develop the traits of quality writing are also included. This resource develops college and career readiness skills and is aligned to today's standards.

The Fairytale Hairdresser and Red Riding Hood
Incorporate writing instruction in your classroom as an essential element of literacy development while implementing best practices. Simplify the planning of writing instruction and become familiar with the Common Core State Standards of Writing.

Writing Lesson Level 4---Powerful Paragraphs
This Caldecot Medal-winning, classic retelling of Little Red Riding Hood is one of the most celebrated picture books of our time. With characteristic flair and energy, award-winning artist Ed Young illuminates the ancient Chinese version of the famous fairytale tale. Little Red Riding Hood. Young's vibrant, yet delicate, pastels and watercolors add drama to the familiar story, filled with subtle detail and depth. With the help of a brave woodsman, Elisabeth and her grandmother are saved, and Little Red Riding Hood learns a valuable lesson. Little Red Riding Hood was a Caldecot Honor Book, and received a Gold Kite Award for Picture Book Text.

Lon Po Po
LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD COLLECTION TP

The Wolf's Story
Ladybird's This Little Potty is a sturdy board book that is great for encouraging toddlers and young children to use the potty. Each chunky double-page spread has a jaunty rhyme introducing a young child and their potty, plus a big touch-and-feel area such as a glittery book, shiny potty, silky hair or soft bear. Freddie is using the potty for a wee along with his teddy. Lucy is doing a poo and Rory is sitting on his and reading a story! Can YOU use your potty too? This Little Potty is perfect for sharing with your child as a gentle, pressure-free introduction to potty training.

Little Red Riding Hood
Jan climbs the beanstalk and discovers a toothless old giant who can no longer eat little boys.

Petite Rouge
In this version of "Little Red Riding Hood," set in Ghana, a young girl fails to heed Granny's warning about the dangers of talking to strangers.

Getting to the Core of Writing: Essential Lessons for Every Fourth Grade Student
Introduce your baby to first colours in this pop-up book. Based on the popular tale of Little Red Riding Hood, a simplified story runs through the book for a shared reading experience. Each spread features a central pop-up together with a number or word for your child to learn.

Petite Rouge
An easy format retelling of the classic fairy tale, Little Red Riding Hood and the encounters she has on her way to visit her grandmother. Newly re-illustrated with a fresh and modern look, these Beginning-to-Read books in the 21st Century Edition feature independent reading and comprehension. Using high frequency words and repetition, readers gain confidence while enjoying classic fairy tales and folkloric stories. Educator resources include reading reinforcement activities and a word list in the back. Activities focus on foundational language and reading skills. Sections include phonological awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and reading comprehension. Teachers' notes available on website.

Writing Lesson Level 4---Business Letters
A BRAND NEW STORY IN THIS GOROGEOUSLY GLITTERY BESTSELLING SERIES Kittery Lacy is the best hairdresser in all of Fairyland. . . . A brave, stylish heroine for whom no thing is too monstrous and no title too infamous! . . . The Duchess of Flibbles and Fairytale hard being burned with excitement! From Rapunzel to the Three Bears, absolutely everyone is competing to have their hair cut and Kittery is just as busy helping her clients look their best for the big event. Red Riding Hood knows her Granny is going to win first prize— she makes the best cakes - but when Kittery and Red visit her cottage, Granny and her cakes are nowhere to be seen! And there is a mysterious paw-shaped footprint on the ground. A chef! Kittery and Red decide to investigate. Will they find out what happened? Kittery and Red and see the joy before it's too late? Discover more Fairytale Hairdresser adventures: The Fairytale Hairdresser and the Little Mermaid The Fairytale Hairdresser and Beauty and the Beast The Fairytale Hairdresser and Snow White The Fairytale Hairdresser and Sleeping Beauty The Fairytale Hairdresser and the Princess and the Frog The Fairytale Hairdresser and Thumbelina

Honesty, Red Riding Hood was Rotten
Flexible in approach and full of colorful examples, this workbook provides a basic introduction to what art is and can be in the lives of people who do not necessarily think of themselves as *artists.* You will be taught about a variety of art themes,
Getting to the Core of Writing: Essential Lessons for Every Fifth Grade Student

Three bears return home from a walk to find a little girl asleep in baby bear's bed.

Little Red's Riding 'Hood

A poor woodcutter lives with his wife and two children, Hansel and Gretel. Weak-willed and easily manipulated, the wood cutter gives in to his overbearing, badgering wife who insists he abandon his children to the wilderness of the forest because, well, they eat too much food. Then, as they try and find their way home, Hansel and Gretel come across a beautiful sugar-open, candy cottage and, as the fairytales go, a horridome, red-eyed witch who loves to dine on nice, fat children.

Revolutionizing Rhymes (Colour Edition)

This bestselling picture book has a gorgeous makeover to celebrate 10 years of The Fairytaile Hairdresser! Kittle Lacey is the best hairdresser in all of Fairyland... A hairs, stylist heroine for whom no amount of heart trouble and no nitte two frameless! Join Kittle Lacey, as she faces her most hair-raising challenge - an evil witch, a tall tower, and a girl called Rapunzel who is having a very bad hair day. Will Kittle manage to tame unruly locks that go on for miles, rescue a princess and create a happily ever after? Discover more Fairytale Hairdresser adventures! The Fairytaile Hairdresser and Beauty and the Beast The Fairytaile Hairdresser and Cinderella The Fairytaile Hairdresser and Sleeping Beauty The Fairytaile Hairdresser and Snow White The Fairytaile Hairdresser and the Sugar Plum Fairy The Fairytaile Hairdresser and the Princess and the Pea The Fairytaile Hairdresser and Aladdin The Fairytaile Hairdresser and the Prince and the Frog The Fairytaile Hairdresser and Thumbelina And coming soon... The Fairytaile Hairdresser and Red Riding Hood.

Writing Lesson Level 4—Composition Planner

Traditional tale with a twist. 4-7 yrs.

Pretty Salma

Inspire students to develop as writers in the fourth grade classroom with these engaging and creative writing lessons. This classroom-tested resource shows positive results in students' writing and simplifies the planning of writing instruction. It contains detailed information on how to establish and manage daily Writer's Workshop and includes consistent, structured instruction to encourage students to actively participate in the writing process. Specific lessons to help students develop the traits of quality writing are also included. This resource develops college and career readiness skills and is aligned to today's standards.

Roald Dahl's Revolving Rhymes

A thoroughly modern and thoroughly charming re-telling of the old fairytale tale.

Little Red Riding Hood

When her grandmother comes down with the flu, this Cjajan Little Red knows what she has to do. With her witty cat, Telsan, she sets off on a quest to bring Grandma some guamoos. Who should she meet on her way, but that big 'goyng guamoos, Claudia! Mean of Claudia maybe to gobble up Pinto Rouge, but she and Telsan have a better idea. Before long, they have Claudia running back to the bay on where she belong!

The Tale of Kitts In Boots

"A serious, well-behaved young black cat, who leads a double life defeating vilie villains." When Miss Kitty sneaks out to go hunting in her beautiful boots, she gets herself into all sorts of scapes, but on this particular night she meets the fiercest hunter of them all-Mr. Toff! This witty amusing tale is filled with mistaken identities, devilies villains and even an appearance from Peter Rabbit. Told with Beatrix Potter's trademark dry humour and very observations, this brilliant tale is sure to become as popular as her original classics and is illustrated by the best-loved Quentin Blake.

The Fairytaile Hairdresser and Rapunzel

From the famous traditional children's fairy tale 'Little Red Riding Hood' comes a fresh and new turn on the timeless classic, with all your favorite characters, but with an exciting twist. What will happen on her visit to Grammy's? Will they all live happily ever after? This delightful variation amuses the regale plate with numerous unique circumstances to create an entirely new story to be loved and read by adults and children alike. Jim packed with thirty eight delightfully colorful cartoon-like images, it's a perfect bedtime read. It will have parents smiling, and children chuckling, and afterwards get them off to a good night's sleep complete with sweet dreams! :)"}

Art Themes

In this Cajan version of "Little Red Riding Hood," the big bad gator is no match for a sharp young girl and her quick-thinking cat.

Writing Lesson Level 4—A Cache of Poetry

Roald Dahl's irreverent and hilarious collection, Revolting Rhymes. This book is filled with revolting rhymes. (Be warned: It's no ordinary Once upon a time.) How does Little Red Riding Hood come to this? What will happen on her visit to Grammy's? Will they all live happily ever after? This delightful variation amuses the regale plate with numerous unique circumstances to create an entirely new story to be loved and read by adults and children alike. Jim packed with thirty eight delightfully colorful cartoon-like images, it's a perfect bedtime read. It will have parents smiling, and children chuckling, and afterwards get them off to a good night's sleep complete with sweet dreams! :)"}

Little Red Hot

Once upon a time, Little Red sat off into the woods to catch a wolf... But the woods aren't all they seem - and are there even any wolves left? Miss Grey re-imagines the classic Little Red Riding Hood tale in an entirely new way. Can Little Red help her new friends in need and recover the wild days of the past? This is a powerful, moving and funny picture book which will have children-and adults-revisiting its exquisite pages time and time again, and discovering the important message it holds.

From the award-winning author/illustrator of The Adventures of the Dish and the Spoon, The Pea and the Princess and Biscuit Bear.

Art Themes

In this Cajan version of "Little Red Riding Hood," the big bad gator is no match for a sharp young girl and her quick-thinking cat.

Writing Lesson Level 4—A Cache of Poetry

Roald Dahl's irreverent and hilarious collection, Revolting Rhymes. This book is filled with revolting rhymes. (Be warned: It's no ordinary Once upon a time.) How does Little Red Riding Hood come to this? What will happen on her visit to Grammy's? Will they all live happily ever after? This delightful variation amuses the regale plate with numerous unique circumstances to create an entirely new story to be loved and read by adults and children alike. Jim packed with thirty eight delightfully colorful cartoon-like images, it's a perfect bedtime read. It will have parents smiling, and children chuckling, and afterwards get them off to a good night's sleep complete with sweet dreams! :)"}

Little Red Riding Hood

After the frog turns into a prince, they do not live happily ever after and the Prince decides to look for a witch to help him remedy the situation.

Hansel and Gretel

Little Red Riding Hood is a precocious toddler who fearlessly hugs the Big Bad Wolf, turning him into a continued ally during an exciting afternoon of tea parties, dancing, and games of hide and seek at Grammy's house.

The Last Wolf

Inspire students to develop as writers in the third grade classrooms with these engaging and creative writing lessons. This classroom-tested resource shows positive results in students' writing and simplifies the planning of writing instruction. It contains detailed information on how to establish and manage daily Writer's Workshop and includes consistent, structured instruction to encourage students to actively participate in the writing process. Specific lessons to help students develop the traits of quality writing are also included.

Jim and the Beanstalk

A perfect introduction to timeless and treasured stories, with amusing pictures and lots of funny rhythm and rhyme to delight young children. Ideal for reading aloud and sharing with your little one.

Little Pop-Ups: Little Red Riding Hood

A perfect introduction to timeless and treasured stories, with amusing pictures and lots of funny rhythm and rhyme to delight young children. Ideal for reading aloud and sharing with your little one.

The Fairytale Hairdresser and Rapunzel

From the famous traditional children's fairy tale 'Little Red Riding Hood' comes a fresh and new turn on the timeless classic, with all your favorite characters, but with an exciting twist. What will happen on her visit to Grammy's? Will they all live happily ever after? This delightful variation amuses the regale plate with numerous unique circumstances to create an entirely new story to be loved and read by adults and children alike. Jim packed with thirty eight delightfully colorful cartoon-like images, it's a perfect bedtime read. It will have parents smiling, and children chuckling, and afterwards get them off to a good night's sleep complete with sweet dreams! :)"}

Roald Dahl audiobooks read by some very famous voices, including Kate Winslet, David Walliams and Steven Fry - plus there are added squelchy sound effects from Pinewood Studios! Look out for new Roald Dahl apps in the App store and Google Play!